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ABSTRACT
We present a detailed analysis of the geometric and physical parameters of 281 EUV nanoÑares,

simultaneously detected with the T RACE telescope in the 171 and 195 wavelengths. The detectionA�
and discrimination of these Ñarelike events is detailed in the Ðrst paper in this series. We determine the
loop length l, loop width w, emission measure EM, the evolution of the electron density and tem-n

e
(t)

perature the Ñare decay time and calculate the radiative loss time the conductive lossT
e
(t), qdecay, qloss,time and the thermal energy The Ðndings are as follows : (1) EUV nanoÑares in the energyqcond, Eth.range of 1024È1026 ergs represent miniature versions of larger Ñares observed in soft X-rays (SXR) and

hard X-rays (HXR), scaled to lower temperatures MK), lower densities cm~3), and(T
e
[ 2 (n

e
[ 109

somewhat smaller spatial scales (lB 2È20 Mm). (2) The cooling time is compatible with the radi-qdecayative cooling time but the conductive cooling timescale is about an order of magnitude shorter,qrad, qcondsuggesting repetitive heating cycles in time intervals of a few minutes. (3) The frequency distribution of
thermal energies of EUV nanoÑares, N(E) B 10~46(E/1024)~1.8 (s~1 cm~2 ergs~1) matches that of SXR
microÑares in the energy range of 1026È1029, and exceeds that of nonthermal energies of larger Ñares
observed in HXR by a factor of 3È10 (in the energy range of 1029È1032 ergs). Discrepancies of the
power-law slope with other studies, which report higher values in the range of a \ 2.0È2.6 (Krucker &
Benz ; Parnell & Jupp), are attributed to methodical di†erences in the detection and discrimination of
EUV microÑares, as well as to di†erent model assumptions in the calculation of the electron density.
Besides the insufficient power of nanoÑares to heat the corona, we Ðnd also other physical limits for
nanoÑares at energies ergs, such as the area coverage limit, the heating temperature limit, the[1024
lower coronal density limit, and the chromospheric loop height limit. Based on these quantitative physi-
cal limitations, it appears that coronal heating requires other energy carriers that are not luminous in
EUV, SXR, and HXR.
Subject headings : Sun: chromosphere È Sun: corona È Sun: transition region È Sun: UV radiation

1. INTRODUCTION

Three major mechanisms have been proposed to heat the
solar corona : (1) dissipation of waves, (2) resistiveAlfve� n
dissipation of DC electric currents, and (3) MHD turbu-
lence (e.g., see review by Zirker 1993). The second mecha-
nism, resistive dissipation of electric currents, is thought to
occur, e.g., in current sheets during magnetic reconnection
processes. Magnetic reconnection processes certainly occur
in the corona, there is mounting evidence from recent space-
craft observations such as Yohkoh, SOHO, and T RACE,
but they are also thought to occur in the transition region
and chromosphere (e.g., Litvinenko 1999). A key question is
whether magnetic reconnection processes provide us suffi-
ciently unambiguous observational signatures that allow us
to detect, identify, and quantify the energy input and to test
its efficiency for coronal heating. Parker (1988) suggested
that the solar corona could be heated by dissipation of
many tangential discontinuities arising spontaneously in
the coronal magnetic Ðeld that is stirred by random photo-
spheric footpoint motions. This theory stimulated numer-
ous searches for observational signatures of nanoÑares. In
this study we present a rigorous and comprehensive

analysis of a 1 hr data set obtained with the T RACE tele-
scope from the quiet Sun, which exhibits copious small-scale
phenomena that energetically may be considered as nano-
Ñare signatures in EUV wavelengths.

Let us brieÑy highlight some previous observational
work on microÑare (1027È1030 ergs) or nanoÑare (1024È1027
ergs) detection. Lin et al. (1984) reported microÑares at
greater than 20 keV hard X-rays with energies of B1027
ergs, exhibiting bursts with 1È2 s time structures over
periods of 5È100 s. Apparently such small energy releases
produce sufficiently strong electric Ðelds to accelerate elec-
trons to nonthermal ([20 keV) energies. Porter et al. (1987)
detected small-scale brightenings in EUV (C IV) that coin-
cided with small magnetic bipoles, which were interpreted
as microÑares and drivers of spicules. Dere, Bartoe, &
Brueckner (1989) and Dere et al. (1991) report on explosive
events in EUV (C IV), which were interpreted, owing to their
Doppler shift, in terms of plasma jets emerging from can-
celling reconnection events, but they seem also (like PorterÏs
microÑares) not to play a major role for coronal heating
owing to their low (transition region) temperature (around
0.1 MK). With a correlative study, Porter, Fontenla, &
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Simnett (1995) demonstrated that explosive events seen in
EUV (C IV) had counterparts in soft X-rays (SXR) and thus
should be considered as microÑares. Statistics of microÑares
in active regions, called transient brightenings in SXR, have
been studied by Shimizu et al. (1992), Shimizu (1997), and
Shimizu & Tsuneta (1997), demonstrating that these smal-
lest detected SXR signatures with energies in the range of
B1027È1029 ergs represent miniature Ñares, regarding their
physical parameters, and also with respect to the similarity
of their frequency distribution with larger Ñares (with ener-
gies of B1028È1032 ergs) detected in hard X-rays (HXR)
(Crosby, Aschwanden, & Dennis 1993). Statistics on the
smallest HXR microÑares has been gathered by Biesecker,
Ryan, & Fishman (1994), probably down to an energy level
of ergs. While the occurrence frequency and ener-Z1027
getics of all these microÑaring phenomena in active regions
were found not to be powerful enough to heat the solar
corona, new studies concentrated on the quiet Sun, away
from active regions, where the background Ñux and tele-
scope stray light is weaker, and thus microÑares should be
detectable with better contrast. Statistics of EUV micro-
Ñares in the quiet Sun, using SOHO/EIT (Krucker & Benz
1998) and T RACE data (Parnell & Jupp 2000) came up for
the Ðrst time with power-law slopes of a B 2.0È2.6 in the
frequency distribution of energies, suggesting that the dis-
tribution at smaller energies could sufficiently diverge
above the critical value of a \ 2 (Hudson 1991), to meet
the coronal heating requirement. Benz & Krucker (1998)
estimated that the sum of all signiÐcant EUV brightenings
observed in EIT 171/195 images could account for up toA�
B50% of the coronal heating requirement. Benz & Krucker
(1999) demonstrated also that some of the largest EUV
brightenings show temporal correlations and relative time
delays in He II, C II, C IV, O V, Fe IX/X, Fe XI, and in
microwave emission as expected for Ñare events. These
observations thus corroborate that Ñarelike processes
extend from large Ñares (EB 1032 ergs) now over B7
orders of magnitude down to the nanoÑare regime (at Z

ergs). The occurrence rate of nanoÑares is still contro-1025
versial because a similar statistical study reports a signiÐ-
cantly Ñatter slope in the frequency distribution (a \ [1.35
for Ñare events detected with SOHO/EIT 195 Bergh-A� ;
mans, Clette, & Moses 1998) than the high values (a \ 2.0È
2.6) determined by Krucker & Benz (1998) and Parnell &
Jupp (2000). The value of this power-law slope, however,
represents the most decisive criterion as to whether nano-
Ñares have sufficient power to heat the solar corona.

In this study we take advantage of the unprecedented
high spatial resolution of the T RACE instrument (with
pixel size of to analyze the physical parameters of EUV0A.5)
nanoÑares. The statistics of EUV brightenings and the dis-
crimination of Ñarelike events is described in Paper I
(Aschwanden et al. 2000). In this second part (Paper II) we
analyze the geometric parameters of 281 Ñarelike events
(° 2.1), their physical parameters (° 2.2), their temperature
evolution (° 2.3), and their density evolution and radiative
cooling (° 2.4). We discuss scaling laws between EUV nano-
Ñares, SXR microÑares, and HXR Ñares (° 3.1) and compare
their frequency distributions (° 3.2). We explore then the
scaling of Ñare parameters into the picoÑare regime (° 3.3)
and evaluate area coverage limits for nano- and picoÑares
(° 3.4). Finally we evaluate the energy balance in the
observed EUV nanoÑares (° 3.5), their globally averaged
energy output (° 3.6), and their energy budget with respect

to the coronal heating requirement (° 3.7). Conclusions are
enumerated in ° 4.

2. DATA ANALYSIS OF MICROFLARES

We analyze the geometric and physical parameters of all
Ñarelike events detected with the T RACE telescope (Handy
et al. 1999) at 195 during the orbit of 1998 February 17,A�
0215È0300 UT. Using the automated Ñare criterion
described in ° 6.1 of Paper I (with the requirement that all
the temporal, spatial, and dynamic cross-correlation coeffi-
cients between the 171 and 195 data have a value ofA�
ccc[ 0.5), we detected 281 Ñarelike events (Table 3 in
Paper I), of which 83% (222 events) have also been indepen-
dently classiÐed as Ñare events by visual criteria.

2.1. Geometric Parameters
The spatial distribution of the detected 281 Ñarelike

events (also called microÑares or nanoÑares in the
following) are shown in Figure 1. The size of each microÑare
is indicated with an ellipsoidal area that encompasses all
macropixels (with a size of 2A) with signiÐcant (º3 p) and
near-coincident (within ^2 minutes) time variability associ-
ated with a particular microÑare. The 195 map in FigureA�
1 shows that the spatial distribution of microÑares
(observed over a time interval of 45 minutes) is not random-
ly distributed but tends to be clustered in areas near active
regions.

The 195 EUV brightness changes *F(x, y) of 20 indi-A�
vidual events are shown in Figure 2, including a representa-
tive set of the brightest detected microÑares. The gray-scale
representations and contour plots shown in Figure 2 rep-
resent di†erence images *F(x, y) \ F(x, y, t \ tpeak)[ F(x, y, where the images at the peak timet \ tmin), tpeakand minimum time are each averaged over Ðve timetminsteps to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Note that the
ellipse boundaries conÐne only those macropixels with
near-simultaneous time variability, which do not necessar-
ily coincide with the areas of enhanced brightness in the
di†erence images, because activities in adjacent Ñare loops
may peak at di†erent times. If Ñare loops have a temporal
peak minutes apart, they were considered as di†erentZ4
microÑares (see event deÐnition in ° 5.1 of Paper I).

While microÑare geometries were mainly characterized
with two-dimensional models (i.e., with the projected area)
in previous studies (e.g., Krucker & Benz 1998 ; Parnell &
Jupp 2000), we attempt here to apply a simple three-
dimensional model of microÑare loops. The examples in
Figure 2 illustrate that most of the microÑares show some
elongated structures with well-deÐned boundaries, which
can generally be interpreted as Ñare loops, judging from
their typical spatial scales. The spatial scales of the conÐn-
ing ellipses cover a range of a B 3È20 Mm for the major
axis and a range of b B 1.5È10 Mm for the minor axis (° 5.3
in Paper I). However, the area of variable pixels does not
always Ðll the elliptical boundaries with a Ðlling factor of
unity. Often, in particular when a microÑare consists of
multiple loop structures, or when the projection of a curved
loop is not straight, only a fraction of the conÐningqellellipse is Ðlled. In the ellipse Ðtting procedure (° 5.3 in Paper
I) we determined also roughly the area A of each variability
event, by summing the pixel areas of all N variable macro-
pixels per event, i.e., *x *y. Based on the geo-A\ £

i/1N
metric area of an ellipse with major axis aAell\ (n/4)ab
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FIG. 1.ÈThis synthesized T RACE 195 image is summed from 22 images recorded during 1999 February 17 02 :16 :06È02 :59 :45 UT. The circleA�
encompasses the analyzed Ðeld of view with a diameter of B8@. The numbered ellipses mark 281 Ñarelike events that fulÐll the Ñare criterion (see Paper I) of
901 EUV brightening events. The geometric size and orientation of the ellipses is on scale, containing all simultaneously varying pixels of a Ñare event.

and minor axis b, we can deÐne an ellipse area Ðlling factor

qell\
A

Aell
\ ;

i/1N *x *y
(n/4)ab

. (1)

The relation between the projected area of a semicircular
loop (with radius r and width w) and a conÐning ellipse
(with axes a and b) is visualized in Figure 3 (bottom). An
approximate estimate of the projected loop length l can be
obtained by setting the major ellipse axis equal to the pro-
jected loop length l, while the loop equivalent width w can
be estimated by dividing the minor ellipse axis by the Ðlling
factor, i.e.,

lB a (2)

wB bqell . (3)

This method allows us to estimate the most essential geo-
metric parameters l and w without Ðtting a full three-
dimensional loop model, which could not be properly
performed for most of the microÑares anyway, owing to
their poor signal-to-noise ratio and unsharp spatio-
temporal separation. Although the three-dimensional
geometry cannot accurately be determined for small-scale
microÑares, we aim to correct at least for the Ðnite thickness
of the chromosphere, which contains a substantial segment
of the Ñare loop when its size becomes comparable with the
height of the chromosphere. This is sketched in Figure 3
(top), where the Ñare loop footpoints up to a height of

Mm are immersed in the chromosphere. ThehChB 2.5
physical conditions in this chromospheric segment are

entirely di†erent from the coronal part owing to the higher
density, pressure, and magnetic Ðeld. The resulting tem-
perature drop and high conductive loss rate in and below
the transition region make it unlikely to observe EUV emis-
sion in the 1.0È1.5 MK temperature range, so that we do
not expect to see this chromospheric loop segments in 171
and 195 wavelengths. If a semicircular loop is character-A�
ized with a projected length l (above the chromosphere) and
width w, the loop radius r amounts to

r \ J(l/2)2] hCh2 [ w/2 (4)

(see Fig. 3 [top]). The full volume of the semicircularVlooploop cylinder is

Vloop\ nr ] n
Aw
2
B2\n2rw2

4
, (5)

while the observed volume with luminous EUV emission (in
the loop segment above the chromosphere) is

VEUV \ Vloop
C
1 [ 2

n
arctan

AhCh
l/2
BD

. (6)

In Figure 4 we show the distributions of the various
obtained geometrical parameters, i.e., the distribution of
loop lengths N(l), of the loop widths N(w), of the projected
loop areas N(A), and of the loop volumina TheN(VEUV).
distribution of loop lengths extends over a range of
l B 3È20 Mm and can be Ðtted with a power law
N(l) P l~2.10B0.11. The loop widths extend over a range of
l B 1.5È10 Mm and can be characterized with a power law
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FIG. 2.ÈSpatial maps of 20 EUV Ñare events, selected from among the 36 largest events. The event numbers are sorted according to total EUV Ñux. The
gray scales and contours were obtained from di†erence images taken at the peak and minimum time of each Ñare and averaged over Ðve cadences. The
contours of the di†erence images have an increment of 4 DN.

N(w)P w~4.43B0.22. The loop areas cover a range of
AB 4È200 Mm2 and can be described with a power law
N(A)P A~2.56B0.08, while the loop volumina have values
of Mm3 and their distribution can be char-VEUV B 20È5000
acterized with a power law N(VEUV)PV EUV~1.94B0.09.

2.2. Physical Parameters
The Ñux f (or photon count rate) emitted from an opti-

cally thin plasma is essentially proportional to the emission
measure at the peak temperature of the instrumen-EM(T

e
)

tal response function. For T RACE, the peak temperature of

the 195 wavelength passband is MK, while theA� T195 B 1.4
peak temperature is MK in the 171 wave-T171 B 1.0 A�
length passband (see description of T RACE response func-
tions in the Appendix and Fig. 12). When the emission can
be assumed to be isothermal, it is customary to calculate an
emission measureÈweighted temperature from two wave-
lengths with a Ðlter-ratio method. For Ñare events, however,
the assumption of an isothermal plasma is time-dependent
because the Ñare plasma is subject to substantial heating
and cooling, as it will be quantiÐed in ° 2.3. In order
to quantify these dynamic processes we specify the
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FIG. 3.ÈGeometric model of semicircular, cylindrical loop model used
to quantify length l, width w, and radius r of EUV microÑare loops.
Because these Ñare loops are relatively small, the chromospheric segments
(with a height of km) are truncated from the coronal, EUV-hCh \ 2500
luminous loop volumes. The bottom panel illustrates how the ellipsoidal
axes a and b conÐne the projected loop geometry, from which the projected
length l and width w is determined with eqs. (2) and (3).

emission measure as function of temperature and time,
Using the two available wavelengths 171 andEM(T

e
, t).

195 however, we can sample the di†erential emissionA� ,
measure distribution at two temperaturesdEM(T

e
, t)/dT

eonly. Because our microÑare selection is based on the 195 A�
data set, we use the corresponding temperature (T195 \
1.37 MK) as primary reference for the emission measure

distribution. The distribution of peak emissionEM195measures (evaluated at the pixels with maximum Ñux
during each Ñare) is shown in Figure 4 (bottom left), which

can be characterized by a power-law distribution
N(EM)\ EM~2.92B0.15 in the range of EM \ 2 ] 1025È
3 ] 1026 cm~5.

From the emission measure one canEM\ / n
e
2(z)dz

determine the electron density, if the Ðlling factor and
column depth are known. If we adopt a cylindrical Ñux tube
model with circular loop cross section (Fig. 3 [top]) for our
microÑares, the column depth (along the line of sight) can
be deduced from the transverse loop width w (measured in
the plane of sky). For a homogeneous loop with constant
density and Ðlling factor of unity, the electron density n

emeasured at a location with perpendicular viewing angle is
then

n
e
\
SEM

w
. (7)

The electron densities thus determined for our sample of
281 EUV microÑare loops is found in a range of n

e
\

(0.2È0.9)] 109 cm~3. The corresponding pressure (with the
Boltzmann constant ergs K~1 and tem-kB\ 10~15.86
perature MK),T

e
\ 1.37

p \ 2n
e
kB T

e
, (8)

is found in a range of p \ 0.07È0.32 dyn cm~2.
The total thermal energy contained in these Ñare loops

can then be estimated by integrating over the EUV-emitting
loop volume (eqs. [4]È[6]),

Eth\ 3n
e
kB T

e
VEUV , (9)

which yields energies in the range of Eth\ 1 ] 1024È
2 ] 1026 ergs. The frequency distribution of thermal ener-
gies is shown in Figure 4 (bottom right), which can beN(Eth)Ðtted by a power-law distribution N(Eth) PEth~1.79B0.08.
Note that this power-law slope is similar to that found for
the total (area-integrated) EUV Ñux (Paper I, Fig. 12
[bottom]), i.e., N(*F) P *F~1.85B0.05.

In Figure 5 we show correlations between some physical
parameters. We do not Ðnd any correlation between the
electron density or pressure with a geometric parameter.
However, the total thermal energy per Ñare scales with the
geometric size (length, area, volume) or total Ñux of the
Ñare. Because the electron density scales with the Ñaren

eloop width, (eq. [7]), while the temperature isn
e
P w~1@2

essentially constant MK) for our data set selected(T
e
B 1.4

at 195 we expect a relation of accordingA� , EthP w~1@2VEUVto equation (9). This is approximately satisÐed by the data,
which show (Fig. 5 [bottom right]). If the loopEthP V EUV1.0
width w would be proportional to the loop length l, we
would expect the relations and TheEthP l5@2 EthPA5@4.
data show similar correlations, namely andEthP l2.1 EthB
A1.4. The minor di†erence probably occurs because the
loop width is not exactly proportional to the loop length.
We emphasize that the correlation is a conse-EthPA3@2
quence of our cylindrical Ñare loop model, which di†ers
from other studies (e.g., Krucker & Benz 1998), in which a
constant column depth was assumed and thus constrains a
di†erent scaling (EthP A1.0).

2.3. Temperature Evolution
Our novel Ñare criterion adopted in Paper I, based on

temporal, spatial, and dynamic correlations between two
temperature regimes, requires a physical justiÐcation. In
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FIG. 4.ÈPower-law Ðts to distributions of six physical parameters : length l, width w, loop area A, loop volume V , emission measure EM, and thermal
energy Eth .

this section we investigate the correlated behavior between
the time proÐles of the two temperatures MKT171 \ 0.9
and MK and relate their coevolution to ÑareT195 \ 1.4
heating and cooling processes.

Figure 6 shows the time proÐles and forF171(t) F195(t)the same subset of 20 Ñares for which spatial maps f195(x, y)
are shown in Figure 2. This selection shows a representative
subset of time proÐles among the 281 detected EUV Ñares.
The set of 20 Ñares shown in Figure 6 also reveals typical
Ñare durations and occurrence rates at cospatial positions.
The time interval shown in Figure 6 comprises 22 cadences
(each 125 s), spanning over B45 minutes. During this inter-
val we Ðnd that in most Ñare locations only one single
dominant Ñare occurs, but we observe occasionally a sec-

ondary minor Ñare burst. Applying a 3 p criterion to
separate subsequent signiÐcant Ñux enhancements, we
observe a secondary Ñare burst only in six of 20 cases (cases
7, 22, 25, 27, 28, and 36). The selection in Figure 6 shows
various complexity in the time proÐles : (1) simple Ñares with
a rapid rise and a somewhat longer (exponential-like) decay
(e.g., cases 8, 15, 16, 20, and 34), (2) Ñare decay phases with
missing rise phase (e.g., cases 0, 5, 7, 24, 26, 31, and 35), (3)
Ñare rise phases with missing decay phase (e.g., cases 6, 22,
and 36), or (4) multiple time substructures (e.g., cases 7, 22,
25, 27, 28, and 36).

A conspicuous characteristic is that the time proÐles in
the two temperature bands always exhibit a very similar
coevolution, as expected from the high temporal cross-
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FIG. 5.ÈCorrelations between geometric parameters (length l, area a, volume V ) and thermal energy The thermal energy is also correlated withEth. Eththe total Ñux *F.

correlation coefficient as required by the Ñareccc
t
[ 0.5,

selection criterion. Another characteristic, which is not con-
strained by the Ñare selection criterion, is a time delay of
about a minute between the peaks seen of the cooler tem-
perature MK) with respect to correlated peaks(T171 \ 1.0
in the hotter temperature MK). This time delay(T195 \ 1.4
can most clearly be seen in the representation of normalized
time proÐles shown in Figure 6. In Figure 7 we show the
distribution of time delays between the two temperatures
for all 281 Ñare events detected in 195 . We corrected theA�
time o†set of a half-cadence s)(*tinterleave\[*t/2 \ 63.5
of the interleaved recording mode in the relative timing
between the 171 and 195 images. For 244 of 281 ÑareA�
events we measured a cross-correlation time delay within
the range of s. In 56% (136^2 *t] *tinterleave\^250
Ñare events) we Ðnd a positive time delay ofq\ t171[ t195the cooler proÐle with respect to the hotter time(F171)proÐle The distribution of time delays can be Ðtted(F195).with a Gaussian, having a mean and standard deviation of
q\ 16 ^ 70 s (Fig. 7). The trend of a positive delay is
signiÐcant, because the standard error of the mean,

s, is about 3 times smallermq \pq/JN \ 70/J244 \ 4.5
than the mean value q.

In order to understand the observed time delay we simu-
late a simple Ñare evolution model and take the T RACE
response functions in the two temperature bands into
account. We mimic the temperature evolution during a Ñare
simply by a rapid increase to a maximum temperature of

MK and a subsequent exponential cooling phaseTmax\ 2.0

with a time constant of minutes (see Fig. 8 [topqcool \ 20
panel]),

T (t) \ Tmax exp
At [ t0

qcool

B
, for t [ t0 . (10)

We assign a constant density cm~3 to the coolingn
e
\ 109

Ñare plasma (in order to demonstrate the temperature-
related e†ects separately), a loop width of w\ 2 Mm, yield-
ing a constant emission measure of EM0B n

e
2] w\ 2

] 1026 cm~5 at any temperature. Figure 12 (in the
Appendix) shows the instrumental response functions

[and of the T RACE 171 (and 195R171(T ) R195(T )] A� A� )
wavelength passbands, which peak at 1.0 and 1.4 MK. The
Ñuxes recorded in the two wavelength passbands are then

f171(t) \ EM(t)*tR171(T [t]) , (11)

f195(t) \ EM(t)*tR195(T [t]) , (12)

where we use a constant value for the emission measure
here, a time step *t \ 1 s, and the timeEM(t) \ EM0dependence of the temperature T (t) is speciÐed with equa-

tion (10). The evolution of the Ñuxes (Fig. 8 [middle])
shows the following steps. The Ñare plasma has an initial
temperature of 2.0 MK (at minutes). When itt \ t0\ 4
cools down to 1.4 MK (at t \ 12 minutes) the Ñux f195(t)peaks Ðrst, while the Ñux peaks later on (at t \ 20f171(t)minutes) when the plasma cooled down to 1.0 MK (Fig. 8
[top]). The cross-correlation between the two time
proÐles yields a time delay of minutes. Thet171[ t195 B 8
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FIG. 6.ÈTime proÐles of the 171 (thin lines) and 195 (thick lines) Ñux of the same 20 EUV microÑares shown in Fig. 2. Both Ñuxes are normalized toA�
unity, while the absolute Ñuxes are indicated in each panel. The error bars include all data noise components speciÐed in Paper I. Note that the 171 Ñux isA�
highly correlated with the 195 Ñux, but generally delayed.A�

evolution of the Ðlter ratio drops fromq(t)\ f195(t)/f171(t)an initial high value q ? 1 monotonically to a very low
value q > 1 during the time interval of t \ 4È30 minutes
(Fig. 8 [bottom]).

As an alternative to an initially hot Ñare, with an initial
temperature that is hotter than T RACE passbands used
here, we also simulate an initially cool Ñare, with an initial
temperature of MK. Such a cool Ñare shows noTmax \ 1.0
appreciable response in the T RACE 195 passband (seeA�
dashed lines in Fig. 8), and its evolution is only seen in the
T RACE 171 passband. This di†erent behavior clearlyA�

demonstrates that we can distinguish between initially hot
and cool microÑares. This way we can even constrain the
initial Ñare temperature in the range of 0.7 [Tmax [ 1.8
MK.

We now select a subset of Ñares that show a relatively
simple time evolution, namely a single peak with a rapid
rise and subsequent decay. In Figure 9 we show the time
proÐles and of 12 Ñare events with such af171(t) f195(t)simple time evolution. Assuming a Ñare plasma with a
single temperature and density value at a givenT

e
(t) n

e
(t)

time, we can directly invert the time evolution of the
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FIG. 7.ÈDistribution of the time delays of the 171 channel withA�
respect to the 195 channel. The average and standard error isA� SqdelayT \
15.9^ 4.5 s.

electron temperature from the Ñux Ðlter ratio q(t),T
e
(t)

q(t)\ f195(t)
f171(t)

\ R195[Te
(t)]

R171[Te
(t)]

. (13)

The inversion of the 195 /171 Ðlter ratio yields uniqueA� A�
temperature values in the range of MK. WeT

e
\ 0.7È1.8

show the inferred temperatures of 12 Ñares in Figure 9. The
data show that the temperature drops in all 12 selected
Ñares, with a steepest gradient during the Ñare peakdT

e
(t)/dt

time, and slower or Ñuctuating in the decay phase of the
microÑares. We can therefore clearly attribute the tem-
perature change during the Ñare peak to cooling of the Ñare
plasma. The initial Ñare temperature is typically found in
the range of MK and drops down toTmax\ 1.2È1.3 TminB
1.0È1.2 MK. Although the Ðlter ratio allows us to determine
unique values in the range of MK, the accuracyT

e
\ 0.7È1.8

of the Ðlter-ratio method crucially depends on the accuracy
of the (Ñare-unrelated) background subtraction. If we esti-
mate the background subtraction (here deÐned by the
minimum Ñux value of the time series) to be accurate to
10%, we can measure Ðlter ratios only in the range of
0.1\ q(t)\ 10, which limits the temperature inversion
range to MK for the T RACE 195/171 ÐlterT

e
\ 0.9È1.8

ratio. For a 20% error in the background subtraction, tem-
perature inversion is restricted to MK.T

e
\ 0.98È1.54

Despite these restrictions, we do not Ðnd any initial Ñare
temperature above MK, and we thus concludeTmaxB 1.3
that most of the microÑares observed here (simultaneously
in the 171 and 195 TRACE channels) do not support theA�
view that such EUV microÑares represent the late cooling
phase of initially hotter SXR-bright microÑares.

We consider now the observed cooling times of the 12
microÑares shown in Figure 9. We Ðt an exponential time
proÐle T (t) with a cooling time constant (eq. [10]) toqcoolthe steepest time segment during the Ñare peak phase. Other
time segments with less steep temperature gradients

are likely to yield overestimates of the coolingdT
e
(t)/dT

time because they are likely to represent superpositions of
subsequent heating cycles. For the 20 Ñares we Ðnd cooling
times in the range of minutes, with a medianqcool\ 33È352

FIG. 8.ÈModel of a cooling Ñare, showing the evolution of the tem-
perature (top), the 171 and 195 Ñuxes (middle), and the Ðlter ratioA�
(bottom). A Ñare with an initial hot temperature (2 MK) is shown with a
solid line, and another Ñare with an initial cool temperature (1 MK) is
shown with a dashed line. Note the relative delays of the Ñux peak times.

value of 78 minutes. If we place the initial temperature to
the peak temperature of the 195 passband, i.e.,A� Tmax\1.37 MK, we would expect the EUV emission to peak in the
171 passband at a time interval ofA� t171 [ t195 \
78 ln (0.96/1.37)\ 28 minutes later. However, the actually
measured cross-correlation delays are found in the range
of minutes for these 12 Ñares. This indicatesqccc \ 0È4
either that the initial Ñare temperature is below the peak
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FIG. 9.ÈFlux and temperature evolution of 12 Ñares, selected by the criteria of simplicity in time structures (rise plus decay) and high signal-to-noise ratio.
The temperature evolution (determined from the inversion of the Ðlter ratio) shows in all cases a temperature decrease during the main Ñare peak phase,
which is Ðtted with an exponential function (thick line in top panels), with the decay time constant indicated. The cross-correlation delay is also givenqdecay qcccfor comparison.

temperature of the 195 passband or that the density dropsA�
faster than the cooling time. We investigate the evolution of
the electron density during EUV microÑares in the next
section.

2.4. Density Evolution and Radiative Cooling
The evolution of the electron density can ben

e
(t)

obtained from the Ðlter-ratio temperature [after theT
e
(t)

inversion of eq. (13)] and the Ñux deÐnitionR(T
e
[t]), f195(t)(eq. [12]),

n
e
(t)\

SEM(t)
w

\
S f195(t)

w*tR195(Te
[t])

. (14)

The 12 microÑares selected in Figure 9 have peak Ñux
increases in a range of DN, loop widths off195\ 6È12

w\ 1.8È7.2 Mm, yielding emission measures of log(EM
[cm~5])\ 25.08È25.50, and electron densities of n

e
\

(0.13È0.37)] 109 cm~3 (Table 1). Because the electron
density is proportional to the emission measure EM(t),n

e
(t)

the evolution can directly be seen from the Ñux proÐles
and shown in Figure 9. The Ñux of the 12f171(t) f195(t)simple Ñares shown in Figure 9 decays on timescales of 4È30

minutes down to a level of during which the elec-[10%,
tron density drops by a factor of In order toJ10 B 3.
understand the physical nature of the temperature and
density decrease in the Ñare decay phase we compute the
conductive and radiative cooling rates for the Ñare plasma
in the following.

The radiative loss function "(T ) has been recalculated by
Martens, Kankelborg, & Berger (2000) for coronal elemen-
tal abundances (Feldman 1992) and the ionization balance
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of Cook et al. (1989) in order to be consistent with the newly
calculated TRACE response functions R(T ) (see the
Appendix). The new-calculated radiative loss function "(T )
is shown in Figure 3 of Martens et al. (2000). In the tem-
perature range of MK, which includes theT

e
\ 1È5

T RACE EUV bands, the radiative loss function can be
approximated by

"(T )B 10~21.0
A T
1 MK

B~2.0
ergs s~1 cm3 ,

1 \ T \ 5 MK . (15)

Note that the value "(T ) is about a factor of 4 higher for
coronal abundances (Feldman 1992) than for chromo-
spheric abundances (Meyer 1985 ; Grevesse & Sauval 1998)
and a similar factor of 4 higher (at T \ 1.4 MK) than the
widely used loss function calculated by Raymond
["(T )\ 10~21.94 at T \ 0.5È2.0 MK; see Fig. 10 in
Rosner, Tucker, & Vaiana 1978].

We calculate now the radiative cooling time for the 12
microÑares selected in Figure 9,

qrad\ Eth
dE

R
/dt

\ 3n
e
kB T

e
n
e
2 "(T

e
)

, (16)

using the observed peak electron densities and initialn
etemperatures (Table 1). We obtain radiative coolingT1times in the range of minutes, with a medianqrad\ 33È129

value of 68 s. Comparing these values the observed expo-
nential decay times minutes, with a medianqdecay\ 33È352
of value of 78 minutes, we Ðnd both value ranges compat-
ible. The ratio of the observed to the theoretical cooling
time has a median value of and varies overqdecay/qrad\ 1.02
a range for the median 67% of theqdecay/qrad\ 0.5È2.0
events. We can therefore conclude that the plasma cooling
during the rise phase of the Ñare is compatible with radi-
ative cooling. The fact that the electron densities derived
from the emission measure yield a radiative cooling time
that agrees with the observed cooling time implies also that
the Ðlling factor of the Ñare loop plasma is close to unity.

In a next step we calculate the conductive cooling times
for the 12 microÑares selected in Figure 9,

qcond \ 3n
e
kB T

e
+F

C
B 1.1] 10~9n

e
T

e
~5@2L 02 , (17)

with the loop half-length We Ðnd conductiveL 0\ L /2.
cooling times in a range of minutes, with aqcond \ 0.2È7.3
median of 2.3 minutes. These conductive cooling times in
EUV microÑares here turn out to be much shorter than in

larger Ñares. This e†ect probably results from a shorter
loop length and a lower electron density, which is here

cm~3) about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than(n
e
[ 109

in SXR-bright larger Ñares cm~3), leading to a 2(n
e
B 1011

orders of magnitude shorter conductive cooling time. This
e†ect leaves us with the unusual situation that the expected
conductive cooling time is about a factor of 30 shorter than
the calculated radiative cooling time or the observed Ñare
decay time. The relatively slow observed cooling, which is
much longer than the conductive cooling time, can be
explained if the Ñare loops are continuously or cyclically
heated, e.g., by chromospheric evaporation upÑows, which
smooth out the steep temperature gradients across the tran-
sition region, and in this way reduce the conductive cooling
rate. Given this scenario we may interpret smoothly varying
Ñare curves (on timescales of B30 minutes) as continuous
heating processes, while rapid varying Ñare curves (on time-
scales of minutes) indicate intermittent heating. The 12Z2
examples shown in Figure 9 exhibit a variety of Ñare epi-
sodes on timescales of minutes.[3È30

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Comparison of EUV NanoÑares with L arger Flares
We address Ðrst the question how the analyzed EUV

microÑares intercompare with physical parameters from
larger Ñares, which are primarily studied in SXR and HXR.
We compile the physical parameter ranges (electron tem-
perature electron density and spatial scales l) of sta-T

e
, n

e
,

tistical Ñare data sets from di†erent wavelengths in Table 2,
and compute the resulting ranges of the following param-
eters : pressure p (eq. [8]), emission measure EM (eq. [7]),
thermal energy (eq. [9]), radiative cooling time (eq.Eth qrad[16]), conductive cooling time (eq. [17]), and the e†ec-qcondtive cooling time which is deÐned to be the shorter ofqcool,the two. We divide the physical parameters into three
groups, depending on whether they have been analyzed in
EUV, SXR, or HXR. The physical parameters were
obtained from statistical Ñare studies in EUV (Berghmans
et al. 1998 ; Krucker & Benz 1998 ; Parnell & Jupp 2000 ;
and this study), in SXR (Shimizu et al. 1992 ; Culhane et al.
1994 ; Feldman et al. 1996 ; Shimizu 1997 ; Sterling et al.
1997 ; Nitta & Yaji 1997 ; Aschwanden & Benz 1997), and
HXR (Crosby et al. 1993 ; McTiernan, Fisher, & Li 1999)
The temperature ranges of these three groups are approx-
imately 1È2 MK (EUV Ñares), 2È10 MK (SXR Ñares), and
5È50 MK (HXR Ñares). Interestingly, the Ñares detected in
these three di†erent wavelength and temperature regimes
(EUV, SXR, HXR) constitute also three almost non-

TABLE 2

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS AS FUNCTION OF FLARE SIZE

Parameter NanoÑares MicroÑares Flares

Wavelength regime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EUV SXR, EUV EUV, SXR, HXR
Temperature T

e
(MK) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1È2 2È10 5È50

Spatial scale l (Mm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2È20 5È50 10È100
Electron density n

e
(cm~3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ] 108È109 109È1010 1010È1012

Electron pressure p (dyn cm~2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1È0.4 1È15 30È6000
Emission measure EM (cm~5) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1025È5 ] 1026 5 ] 1026È1029 1029È2 ] 1033
Thermal energy Eth (ergs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ] 1023È5 ] 1026 1026È2 ] 1029 1029È4 ] 1032
Radiative cooling times qrad (minutes) . . . . . . . . . 10 minutesÈ3 hr 12 minutes[2 days 4 minutes[10 days
Conductive cooling times qcond (minutes) . . . . . . 2 sÈ5 minutes 2 sÈ20 minutes 3 sÈ6 hr
Cooling time qcool (minutes) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 sÈ3 minutes 2 sÈ 8 minutes 3 sÈ20 minutes
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overlapping energy ranges, which naturally may be dubbed
the regimes of nanoÑares (1024È1027 ergs), microÑares (1027È
1030 ergs), and (milli) Ñares (1030È1033 ergs), because their
lower bounds represent fractions of 10~9, 10~6, and 10~3 of
the largest Ñare energies at ergs. Also, theEthB 1033
parameter ranges of electron densities, pressure, and emis-
sion measure are nonoverlapping for these three Ñare size
groups. From the parameter ranges compiled in Table 2 we
can derive the following approximate statistical scaling
trends among the three (EUV, SXR, HXR) wavelength
groups (see also Aschwanden 2000) :

l(T )P T 1 , (18)

n
e
(T )P T 2 , (19)

p(T )P T 3 , (20)

EM(T )P T 5 , (21)

Eth(T )P T 6 . (22)

Some of these scaling laws are redundant, namely, the pres-
sure or the emission measurep P n

e
] T P T 2] T \ T 3,

The latter scaling lawEMP n
e
2] lP (T 2)2] T \ T 5.

EMP T 5 agrees also roughly with a correlation plot of a
larger set of GOES A2ÈX2 class Ñares shown by Feldman et
al. (1996 ; their Fig. 9), where for a temperature range of

MK the GOES emission measure increases sys-T
e
\ 10È25

tematically by a factor of 100, as expected from
While most of the geo-EM2/EM1\ (T2/T1)5\ 2.55B 100.

metric and physical parameters exhibit a big-Ñare syndrome
(i.e., they scale with a positive exponent with the Ñare size),
we Ðnd that the timescales do not scale with the Ñare size. If
we deÐne the cooling time by the shorter of the conductive
or radiative cooling timescale, we Ðnd that the expected
range of cooling timescales varies less than an order of
magnitude between the smallest nanoÑare and the largest
Ñare, while the thermal energy varies over 9 orders of mag-
nitude. The small variation in cooling times comes mainly
from the fact that the scaling of di†erent physical param-
eters partially cancel each other in the expressions of the
radiative and conductive cooling times. These scaling laws
represent a useful tool to interpolate or extrapolate physical
parameters in unobserved energy regimes. At this point we
like to emphasize that the observed EUV events exhibit
physical parameters (density, temperature, scales, energy)
that are consistent with the extrapolation of scaling laws
from larger Ñares observed in SXR and HXR into the
micro- and nanoÑare energy regime. This is another indica-
tion (besides the Ñare criterion based on cross-correlation
coefficients ; see Paper I) that the analyzed EUV events have
Ñarelike characteristics.

3.2. T he Frequency Distribution of MicroÑare Energies
The frequency distribution of Ñare energies, N(E), is a

crucial diagnostic to calculate the overall energy residing in
Ñares contained in a given or expected energy range. We
show this frequency distribution of thermal energies N(Eth)of Ñares detected in 195 T RACE data in the context ofA�
other compatible frequency distributions in Figure 10. The
energies of our EUV Ñare set extends from 1] 1024 to
2 ] 1026 ergs and can be Ðtted with a power law of

(° 2.2 and Fig. 4). The distributionsN(Eth)P Eth~1.79B0.08
shown in Figure 10 are normalized in units of 10~50 Ñare
events per time unit (s~1), per area unit on the solar surface

(cm~3), and per energy unit (ergs~1). In the same energy
range, another T RACE data set of 171/195 Ðlter ratiosA�
has been analyzed by Parnell & Jupp (2000), who employ
a similar variability detection algorithm (however, without
discrimination of Ñarelike and nonÑare events), and Ðnd
from a number of 4497 events with a signiÐcance of º3 p a
power-law distribution These authors Ðt aN(Eth) P Eth~2.42.
skew-Laplace distribution to the data to correct for poten-
tial undersampling of small events. In a slightly higher
energy range, i.e., ergs,Eth\ 0.8] 1025È1.6] 1026
Krucker & Benz (1998) measured the Ðrst frequency dis-
tribution of EUV Ñares previously, using SOHO/EIT
171/195 Ðlter ratios. In their pioneering work they foundA�
for the Ðrst time a frequency distribution with a power-law
slope in excess of 2, within a range of 2.3È2.6, depending on
the used threshold in signiÐcance or Ñare size area. In
Figure 10 we show all three EUV frequency distributions on
the same absolute scale, carefully normalized by the Ðeld of
view and total duration of each independent observation.
Some o†set in the absolute value could indicate various
levels of solar activity because the Ñare rate in HXR is
known to vary by a factor of 20 between the maximum and
minimum of the solar cycle (Crosby et al. 1993). The com-
parison in Figure 10 shows that the occurrence rates of the
three measurements do not coincide at any energy, and
diverge by about two orders of magnitude in their absolute
values among the three studies. Unless the Sun exhibited a
quite di†erent scaling behavior during the three obser-
vations, these discrepancies are indicative of systematic
methodical biases. An obvious cause for di†erent absolute
numbers is the threshold for event detection. However,
various thresholds should mainly a†ect the weakest events
at the low end of the frequency distribution, while it should
have lesser e†ect on the strongest events. However, compar-
ing the distributions at the upper end (say at an energy of
1026 ergs), Parnell & Jupp (2000) detect a factor of B10
times fewer events, while Krucker & Benz detect a factor of
B10 more events than our present study. Because the total
number of detected events in each study shows di†erent
relative numbers, we suspect that this discrepancy largely
results from di†erent assumptions in the calculation of the
thermal energy. Investigating methodical di†erences that
could introduce a bias in determining the power-law slope
of the frequency distribution, we Ðnd three major e†ects : (1)
The coincidence criterion for simultaneous temporal peaks
in adjacent spatial pixels when combining variable pixels to
Ñare events, i.e., ^*t \ ^2 minutes here, opposed to
^ *t \ 0 in the other studies. A stricter coincidence cri-
terion breaks a multiple-loop Ñare into more smaller events
and thus steepens the frequency distribution. (2) The Ñare
criterion to discriminate Ñare events from other nonÑaring
variabilities (e.g., moving plasma loops in emission or
absorption, loop oscillations, photospheric footpoint
motion, etc.) Ðnds more nonÑaring phenomena at weaker
Ñux levels and thus also steepens the frequency distribution.
To test this e†ect we disabled the Ñare-selection criterion
and found a power-law slope that was by *a\ ]0.3
steeper (Paper I). (3) The assumption of a constant column
depth h (in two-dimensional models) in the conversion of
EUV Ñuxes into thermal energies forces a scaling of EthP A
(Ñare area), opposed to the Ñare loop cylinder (three-dimen-
sional) model, where the column depth is equal to the trans-
verse loop diameter, and this way implies a
volume-proportional scaling We tested theEthP V PA3@2.
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FIG. 10.ÈComposite Ñare frequency distribution in a normalized scale in units of 10~50 Ñares per time unit (s~1), area unit (cm~2), and energy unit
(ergs~1). The diagram includes EUV Ñares analyzed here (A), from Krucker & Benz (1998), from Parnell & Jupp (2000 ; with the steeper slope of [2.4
referring to a constant column depth, while the Ñatter slope of [2.0 refers to the same Ñare loop model as used here), the distribution of transient
brightenings in SXR (Shimizu 1997) and HXR (Crosby et al. 1993). All distributions are speciÐed in terms of thermal energy except for theEth \ 3n

e
kB T

e
V ,

case of HXR Ñares, which is speciÐed in terms of nonthermal energies in greater than 25 keV electrons. The slope of [1.8 is extended over the entire energy
domain of 1024È1032 ergs, yielding also a thermal energy estimate for the HXR Ñares.

e†ect of this assumption on the slope of the frequency dis-
tribution and found that the assumption of a constant
column depth steepens the slope by *a B]0.15. (This
e†ect was conÐrmed by Parnell & Jupp 2000, who Ðnd a
slope increase by *a B 0.4 as a consequence of this assump-
tion.) All three e†ects pull in the same direction. The three
e†ects together steepen the power-law slope by *a []0.45
and fully explain the methodical di†erences between our
study (with a slope of 1.8) and the two previous EUV
studies (with a slope of 2.3È2.6). While the di†erences
among the three studies can be understood this way, the
next question is the justiÐcation of the choice of methods.
Obviously, the methodical choices crucially depend on a
sensible Ñare deÐnition that can be applied numerically.
Our approach to use cross-correlation coefficients to probe
temperature-correlated changes constitutes a speciÐc
restriction, namely, that heating and cooling processes are
required for a Ñare process, while isothermal motions are
automatically excluded with this criterion. Further in-depth
studies are required to establish a reÐned Ñare criterion that
is not subject to any energy-dependent bias.

Let us also compare the frequency distribution of EUV
nano/microÑares with the larger SXR and HXR Ñares. In
Figure 10 we plot a frequency distribution of SXR transient

brightenings measured in a particular active region
(Shimizu 1997). The SXR parameters are given in Table 2.
The absolute normalization of the occurrence rate of SXR
transient brightenings shown in Figure 10 is somewhat
uncertain because it is not known how many of these very
active regions with frequent brightenings (as selected by
Shimizu) are present on the solar disk in the average. The
scaling in Figure 10 corresponds to a lower limit, in which
the analyzed region is the only active one. Nevertheless, in
spite of this uncertainty, the combined occurrence rates of
SXR microÑares and EUV nanoÑares are compatible with a
power-law slope of B[1.8 (Fig. 10 [thin line]).

For larger Ñares, unfortunately no extensive statistics on
the thermal energy content of (spatially resolved) Ñare loops
is available. Instead, extensive statistics of nonthermal
energies in greater than 25 keV HXR of Ñares is available,
e.g., 2878 Ñares observed with SMM/HXR BS, which yield
a power-law distribution of (Crosby et al.N(Enth) PEnth~1.54
1993). We do not expect that the thermal and nonthermal
energies have a one-to-one correspondence. If we rescale the
nonthermal energies to match the extrapolated occurrence
rate of EUV and SXR microÑares in Figure 10, we Ðnd that
small Ñares (at 1029 ergs) have a nonthermal energy content
of B10%, while the largest Ñares have a nonthermal energy
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content of B30%. These numbers seem to be reasonable,
given the fact that the spectral nonthermal tail has always a
power-law slope steeper than 2 and thus contains more
energy in thermal electrons than in nonthermal electrons.
Moreover, since larger Ñares have a harder spectrum, the
relative fraction of nonthermal energy is expected to
increase with higher thermal energies, as observed here
(from 10% to 30%). Although the exact ratio of thermal and
nonthermal energies is not exactly known, the combined
frequency distribution of EUV, SXR, and HXR Ñares seem
to form a consistent distribution with an overall power-law
slope of [1.8 over a range of 8 orders of magnitude in
energy, i.e., from 1024 to 1032 ergs.

3.3. Are T here PicoÑares?
Since the appearance of ParkerÏs (1988) nanoÑare

concept to heat the solar corona, the search for the smallest
Ñare signatures has been greatly stimulated, especially
encouraged with the advent of new high-resolution imaging
instruments. Let us discuss the physical nature of the smal-
lest Ñare events we expect to observe, based on the statistics
and scaling laws we obtained so far. The occurrence rate of
Ñares as function of the energy ranges of HXR, SXR, and
EUV Ñares is visualized in Figure 10. Because the
occurrence rate of Ñares is now quantiÐed down to energies
of B1024 ergs, an excess in the occurrence rate at even
smaller energies is needed to fulÐll the heating requirement
of the solar corona, estimated to be at energies of [3
] 1023 ergs (Krucker & Benz 1998) or B1017È1024 ergs
(Parnell & Jupp 2000), according to extrapolations of the
power-law slope measured in the energy range of EthB
1024È1026 ergs. Let us call these required events picoÑares,
i.e., with energies of 1021È1024. An educated guess of the
physical parameters of these picoÑares is to extrapolate the
scaling laws we know from the higher energy range (eqs.
[18]È[22]). According to these scaling laws equations (18)È
(22) we expect for 103 times smaller energies a temperature
that is smaller by T ~3@5\ 0.25. Since the EUV-observed
nanoÑares reside in the MK regime, the expectedT

e
\ 1È2

temperature range of picoÑares would be in the regime of
MK, perhaps observable in Ne VÈVII, Mg VI,T

e
\ 0.25È0.5

or Fe VIII lines. While dynamic phenomena at low tem-
peratures have been detected in the transition region, called
explosive events or microÑares (e.g., Dere et al. 1989, 1991 ;
Moses et al. 1994 ; Porter et al. 1995), their expected intrin-
sic temperature MK) is far below coronal(T

e
\ 0.25È0.5

temperatures and thus have no positive e†ect on heating the
solar corona. To the contrary, if cool plasmas of such explo-
sive events rise upward into the hotter corona, they would
cool the corona and thus cannot solve the coronal heating
problem at all. In other words, the bottom energy of EthB
1024 ergs represents for Ñarelike events a borderline
between coronal heating and cooling. The spatial scales of
picoÑares would be expected a factor of 4 smaller, in the
range of l\ 500È5000 km (1AÈ7A). This spatial scale is com-
patible with the height of the chromosphere If(hCh B 2500).
the loop is immersed in the chromosphere, EUV emission,
even if produced in a chromospheric Ñare loop, could prob-
ably not be observed owing to the strong absorption from
the ambient chromospheric plasma, so that the detection of
small EUV Ñare loops is not possible. The electron densities
would be expected a factor of 16 smaller according to the
scaling law of equation (19), i.e., cm~3.n

e
\ (1È6) ] 107

Because the lowest densities at the bottom of the corona

range around cm~3, and all densities in the tran-n
e
B 108

sition region and chromosphere are higher, such low den-
sities of order 107 cm~3 cannot be balanced by the ambient
plasma pressure. Based on these simple scaling arguments
we do not see a viable alternative to extend the distribution
of microÑares and nanoÑares into the regime of picoÑares
without violating the empirical temperature (eq. [21]),
density (eq. [19]), and spatial (eq. [18]) scaling laws of
Ñares. One could argue that di†erent scaling laws exist for
picoÑares, but then the same ad hoc argument could be
used against a scale-invariant power-law slope extrapo-
lation of the occurrence rate to lower Ñare energies.

3.4. OlbersÏs Paradox Applied to NanoÑares
OlbersÏs paradox states that the number of stars per

stereo angle increases quadratically with distance, which
o†sets the quadratic decrease of apparent brightness with
distance, and thus the black sky should be bright from the
summed stellar light, supposing that space is homogeneous,
inÐnite, stationary (no big bang), and free of interstellar
absorption. We have an analogous paradox for nanoÑares
and picoÑares, if their energy increases with the area EthP
A and the frequency distribution has a power-law slope
steeper than 2. If the number of nanoÑares grows with a
higher power than 2 with smaller energy, while the area
occupied per nanoÑare decreases only with a power of 2,
there exists a critical energy at which the nanoÑares ÐllEcritthe solar surface with a Ðlling factor of unity, which restricts
the number of smallest Ñares. This spatial limitation also
prevents the energy integral to diverge at smaller energies

and thus we do not have an arbitrary large energyE\ Ecrit,reservoir in nano- and picoÑares to heat the corona. We can
estimate this critical energy where 100% of the area isEcritcovered by nanoÑares from the relation

q
A
1

\ /
E1
E2 N(E)A(E)dE

/
Ecrit
E2 N(E)A(E)dE

\ E22~a [ E12~a

E22~a [ Ecrit2~a
, (23)

where is the fraction of the area that is covered by inte-q
Agrating all nanoÑare areas A(E) with a frequency distribu-

tion N(E) P E~a in the energy range from to If aE1 E2.
constant column depth is assumed in the estimate of
thermal energies, the energy scales linearly with the Ñare
area, and thus A(E) P E1. Using the parameters from the
study of Krucker & Benz (1998), ergs,E1\ 0.8] 1025

ergs, a \ 2.6, (based on the prob-E2\ 1.6] 1026 q
A

\ 0.05
ability of for 3 p enhancements per imageqpix \ 0.005
cadence of s [see Fig. 4 in Benz & Kruckertcadence \ 128
1998] normalized with an average Ñare duration of

minutes, i.e.,tflareB 20 q
A

\ qpix] (tflare/tcadence)\ 0.005
] (1200/128) \ 0.05)], we Ðnd a critical energy of Ecrit\8 ] 1022 ergs. Using the parameters from the study of
Parnell & Jupp (2000), ergs,E1\ 1 ] 1024 E2\ 2 ] 1026
ergs, a \ 2.42, we Ðnd a critical energy ofq

A
\ 0.06, Ecrit\1.6] 1021 ergs. If the heating of the corona requires a con-

tinuation of the power-law distribution with a slope a [ 2
down to a zero-balance level of this requirement canEzero,be satisÐed only if the area coverage limit occurs at a lower
energy, i.e., In the case of Krucker & BenzEcrit\ Ezero.(1998), the zero-balance level is estimated to Ezero \ 3
] 1023 ergs, just slightly above the area coverage limit Ecrit.In the case of Parnell & Jupp (2000), the zero-balance level
is estimated to ergs, which is just a factorEzero \ 3.2 ] 1021
of 2 above the critical area coverage limit Ecrit.
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More generally, if a frequency distribution has a power-
law slope of a, N(E)P E~a, and the microÑare area scales
with energy according to a power law A(E)P Eb, the critical
condition for a 100% area coverage limit at the low end of
the frequency distribution is

1 ] b [ a \ 0 . (24)

If the assumption of a constant column depth is made
(b \ 1), then the area limit occurs for all power-law slopes
a [ 2, as in the case of Krucker & Benz (1998) and Parnell
& Jupp (2000). If a di†erent scaling is employed, e.g., the
cylindrical Ñare loop model used here, which leads to
EP V P A3@2 and thus an area limit for small Ñaresb \ 23,would occur for every slope a [ 1.67, which is the case in
this study, since we found a \ 1.8. However, because the
total energy of all microÑares does not diverge at small
energies for slopes a \ 2 (Hudson 1991), this additional
limit is irrelevant for such cases.

3.5. Energy Balance of NanoÑares
An interesting self-consistency test of physical parameters

in Ñare events can be conducted by comparing the balance
between energy input and output. The average heating rate
can be estimated by dividing the maximum thermal energy
by the Ñare duration,

dEheat
dt

B
Eth
tflare

\ 3n
e
kB T

e
VEUV

tflare
; (25)

see deÐnitions of (eq. [9]) and Ñare volume (eqs.Eth VEUV[4]È[6]). This average heating rate amounts to dE
H
/dt \

6 ] 1020 . . . 2 ] 1023 ergs s~1 for our set of 281 EUV nano-
Ñares. On the other hand, this energy input has to balance
the radiative and conductive loss rate. The radiative loss
rate per time is

dErad
dt

\ [n
e
2"(T

e
)VEUV (26)

with the radiative loss function speciÐed in equation (15).
For our set of 281 nanoÑares we Ðnd a radiative loss rate in
the range of ergs s~1. AdErad/dt \ [(3 ] 1020 . . . 1] 1023)
scatterplot of the radiative loss rate versus the average
heating rate is shown in Figure 11. There exists a clear
correlation between the heating rate and radiative loss rate,
where the radiative loss rate is on average a factor of 2
lower than the heating rate. If we assume that the conduc-
tive loss rate is of equal magnitude as the radiative loss rate
(which would be expected for steady state equilibria ; e.g.,
Vesecky, Antiochos, & Underwood 1979), the mean heating
rate would balance the total losses, i.e.,

dEheat
dt

] dErad
dt

] dEcond
dt

\ 0 . (27)

Although steady state equibilibria are not expected in Ñares,
we note that radiative and conductive losses have to have a
similar magnitude in order to satisfy the energy budget.

3.6. T he Global Energy Flux of EUV NanoÑares
In the previous section we discussed the energy balance

between heating and radiative and conductive losses inside
nanoÑare loops. For the overall energy budget of the solar
corona, it is more important to renormalize the heating
input rate (manifested in EUV nanoÑares) not selectively to

FIG. 11.ÈRadiative loss rate as function of the heating input rate, cal-
culated for 281 EUV microÑares. Note that the radiative loss rate does not
exceed the heating rate, typically amounting to B50% of the mean heating
rate.

the areas of Ñare loops but rather to average over the
surface of the coronal volume over which the EUV nano-
Ñares are sprinkled. In Paper I we measured the total area
covered by EUV brightenings to 15% of the Ðeld of view in
195 (and 49% in 171 ). Restricting to Ñarelike events, weA� A�
found that only 31.1% of the 195 events fulÐll the ÑareA�
criterion (or 25.5% in 171 ), we estimate that only aA�
fraction of 0.3 ] 15%\ 4.5% of the solar surface is covered
by EUV Ñares. This fraction is similar to the value of 6%
found by Parnell & Jupp (2000) in similar TRACE 171/195

data. In order to estimate the global energy Ñux of EUVA�
nanoÑares, i.e., the average heat energy input per area and
time unit (over the surface of the observed Ðeld of view), we
can simply integrate the thermal energies of all micro-EthÑares and divide it by the accumulated observing duration
and Ðeld-of-view area,

Pflares \
Td2Eheat

dt dA
U

\ ;
i/0nflares Ethi

*tobs*AFOV
. (28)

For our set of 281 EUV nanoÑares we Ðnd a total accumu-
lated thermal energy of ergs, which; Eth\ 2.0] 1027
divided by the valid Ðeld-of-view area *AFOV\ 8.1] 1020
cm2 and the total observation duration s*tobs\ 2750
yields a an average energy Ñux of P\ 103 ergs s~1 cm~2. If
we ignore the Ñare selection criterion, the total thermal
energy Ñux of all EUV brightenings would only double.
This energy input is about a factor of 300 below the require-
ment to compensate all coronal energy losses in the corona
(conductive Ñux, radiative Ñux, solar wind Ñux), which are
estimated to be B 3 ] 105 ergs s~1 cm~2 for the quiet Sun
(Withbroe & Noyes 1977).
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3.7. Flare Energy Budget and Coronal Heating Requirement
While EUV nanoÑares represent only a limited tem-

perature window of the entire Ñare distribution, we may
include also other temperature ranges (e.g., as observed in
SXR and HXR) to obtain a global energy budget of Ñares.
From the composite EUV ] SXR] HXR frequency dis-
tribution of Ñare energies over the energy range of
E\ 1024È1032 ergs shown in Figure 10, we established a
power-law distribution with a scaling of

N(E)B 10~46
A E
1024 ergs

B~1.8
(s~1 cm~2 ergs~1) ,

1024\ E\ 1032 ergs . (29)

If we integrate over the entire Ñare frequency distribution
with a \ 2 and an upper energy cuto†N(E)\N0E~a Emax,we obtain a total energy

Pflares(E\ Emax)\
P
E1

E2
N(E)EdE\ N0

(2[ a)
E22~a . (30)

For a power-law slope of a \ 1.8 the energy content is

Pflares(a \ 1.8 ; E\ Emax)\ 0.008] Emax0.2 (ergs s~1 cm~2) .

(31)

This way we Ðnd a total (area-averaged) energy Ñux of
PEUV(E\ 1026 ergs) \ 1.3] 103 erg s~1 cm~2 in EUV
nanoÑares, PSXR(E\ 1029 ergs) \ 5 ] 103 erg s~1 cm~2 in
SXR microÑares, and PHXR(E\ 1032 ergs) \ 2 ] 104 ergs
s~1 cm~2 in all Ñares, still an order of magnitude below the
coronal heating requirement. In this energy estimates we
neglected the kinetic energy, which can be as much as 2
orders of magnitude above the thermal energy (e.g., see
energy estimates of the 1973 September 5 Ñare described in
chapters by CanÐeld and Webb in Sturrock 1980).

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we analyzed geometric and physical param-
eters of 281 EUV nanoÑares detected with the T RACE
telescope simultaneously in the 171 and 195 wave bands,A�
during the time interval of 1998 February 17, 0215È0300
UT. Geometric parameters include the length and width of
Ñare loops, which were derived from measurements of the
ellipsoidal Ñare area under consideration of the area Ðlling
factor. We modeled the volume of the EUV-bright Ñare
loop with a cylindrical, semicircular Ñare loop geometry
and by correcting for EUV-dark loop segments below a
chromospheric height of km. Based on this geo-hCh\ 2500
metric model we constrain the column depth h of EUV
emission measures EM by the transverse width w of the
Ñare loops (i.e., h B w), which is found to scale proportion-
ally to the Ñare loop length. From the emission measure
EM we then determined physical parameters such as the
electron density, the pressure, and thermal energy content
per Ñare. Then we studied the temperature and density evol-
ution during some 20 Ñares and calculated the radiative and
conductive cooling times, which were then compared with
the observed decay times. Further we compared the physi-
cal parameters of EUV nanoÑares with SXR microÑares
and HXR Ñares, studied their frequency distributions, and
calculated their area-averaged energy Ñux, which was com-

pared with coronal heating requirements. The conclusions
of this study are as follows :

1. The geometric and physical parameters of EUV Ñares
detected in the quiet Sun consistently follow scaling laws
from larger Ñares observed in SXR and HXR downward to
smaller energies. In reference to the largest observed Ñares
with energies of EB 1032 ergs, HXR and SXR Ñares can be
detected down to the microÑare range ergs), while(EZ 1026
EUV Ñares can be seen down to the nanoÑare range (EZ
1024 ergs). EUV nanoÑares are characterized by much
smaller temperatures MK), lower densities(T

e
[ 2 (n

e
[ 109

cm~3), and somewhat smaller spatial scales (l\ 2È20 Mm).
EUV nanoÑares share other characteristic with larger Ñares,
i.e., they exhibit plasma cooling during the Ñare peak, which
causes a time delay of the peak emission in cooler EUV
channels (e.g., 171 with respect to 195 ). All these physi-A� A�
cal properties support the interpretation that EUV nano-
Ñares represent miniature versions of larger Ñare processes.

2. EUV nanoÑares exhibit a rapid heating phase (on
timescales of a few minutes) and cooling times that are com-
patible with theoretically calculated radiative cooling times

However, the theoretically calculated conductivetrad.cooling times are signiÐcantly shorter (about a factortcond30) and thus require either smaller temperature gradients
between the Ñare loop top and footpoints or repetitive
heating cycles with an occurrence time of a few minutes.
Also the energy balance in microÑares is indicative of
smaller temperature gradients, which requires efficient
heating of the chromospheric Ñare loop footpoints, e.g., by
chromospheric evaporation.

3. The frequency distribution (or global occurrence rate)
of EUV nanoÑares, normalized to the solar surface, is
found to scale as N(E) B 10~46(E/1024 ergs)~1.8
(s~1 cm~2 ergs~1). If we extend this scaling law over the
entire frequency range where Ñares have been observed,
which spans 8 orders of magnitude, E\ 1024È1032 ergs, we
Ðnd that it matches the frequency distribution of SXR tran-
sient brightenings (1027È1029 ergs) and yields a reasonable
estimate of the thermal energy of largest Ñares. The extrapo-
lated thermal energy exceeds the nonthermal energy
observed in HXR by a factor of B10 for small Ñares (EthB
1030 ergs), and a factor of B3 for large Ñares (EthB 3
] 1032 ergs). In the nanoÑare energy range (1024È1026 ergs)
we Ðnd disagreement with respect to previously determined
frequency distributions (Krucker & Benz 1998 ; Parnell &
Jupp 2000). We Ðnd that this disagreement is attributed to
three e†ects : (1) the time-coincidence criterion in deÐning
the spatial extent of Ñare events, (2) the discrimination of
Ñarelike events from nonÑaring EUV brightenings, and (3)
the assumed value of the column depth in calculating the
electron density in Ñare loops. We conclude that the value
of the power-law slope in the frequency distribution of
nanoÑares critically depends on these three issues.

4. Investigating the question whether energetically
smaller Ñare events (than currently detected down to an
energy of ergs) could exist and possibly contrib-EthB 1024
ute to coronal heating, we Ðnd four physical limits. All four
limits are based on extrapolating the scaling of physical
parameters from larger Ñares to smaller Ñares. Using these
scaling laws we Ðnd, below a thermal energy of ergs,[1024
that (1) the temperature drops below MK (implying[1
coronal cooling), (2) the electron density drops below [108
cm~3 (violating pressure balance), (3) the spatial size of Ñare
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loops becomes smaller than the chromospheric height
(absorption of EUV emission), and (4) the area coverage
limit of 100% is reached at energies of B1021È1024 ergs.
Based on these scaling laws, we conclude that there exists
no meaningful extrapolation of physical parameters into the
picoÑare regime (below energies ergs).[1024

5. The global (area-averaged) energy Ñux of EUV nano-
Ñares in our observation amounts to PB 103 ergs s~1
cm~2, which is a factor B300 below the coronal heating
requirement for the quiet Sun, i.e., PB 3 ] 105 ergs s~1
cm~2 (Withbroe & Noyes 1977). If we average over all Ñare
energies in the total energy range of ergs,Eth\ 1024È1032
the total energy Ñux increases to PB 2 ] 104 ergs s~1
cm~2, which is still a factor B15 below the coronal heating
requirement. The results of this study further indicate that
neither a power-law slope in excess of a [ 2 for the fre-
quency distribution nor an extrapolation of physical
parameters to the picoÑare regime is justiÐed in the frame-
work of this analysis.

The results of this study suggest the insufficiency of nano-
Ñares (or picoÑares) to heat the corona. We like to empha-
size that this result is based on several assumptions made in
the Ñare detection algorithm, the Ñare discrimination cri-

terion, and in the physical models involved in calculating
thermal energies and radiative losses in Ñares. We recom-
mend that future studies further investigate these assump-
tions and quantify what systematic errors these
assumptions introduce in the analysis of small Ñares. If the
results hold up that the rate of detected nanoÑares is insuffi-
cient to heat the corona, we have a missing (luminous) mass
problem, which points to invisible energy carriers such as
waves, magnetic Ðelds, and electric currents.
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tract NAS 5-38099. We thank Arnold Benz and Sa� m
Krucker for initiation of this study and critical and helpful
comments during the analysis phase. We recognize the
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T RACE observations analyzed here. We acknowledge also
helpful discussions, software support, and assistance in data
processing from the T RACE team. The T RACE team
includes scientists from Lockheed Martin Advanced Tech-
nology Center, Stanford University, NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, the University of Chicago, Montana State
University, and the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astro-
physics.

APPENDIX

T RACE RESPONSE FUNCTION

The instrumental response function of the T RACE 171 (Fe IX/X) and 195 (Fe XII) passband is shown in Figure 12,A� A�
produced by the IDL procedure TRACE–T–RESP (written by Charles Kankelborg and Harry Warren) using the CHIANTI
atomic line database (Dere et al. 1997), which contains some 1400 emission lines in the 150È400 wavelength range. TheA�
response function is publicly available in the Solar SoftWare (SSW) package (Freeland & Handy 1998), operating in IDL
environment. The TRACE EUV response to a solar plasma at temperature has a peak response at MK at aT

e
Tpeak\ 0.96

wavelength of 171 , and peak response at MK at a wavelength of 195 The corresponding Ñux (andA� Tpeak \ 1.37 A� . f171 f195)
in units of data numbers (DN) per pixel at the peak of the response function is

f171(DN pixel~1)\ 1.10] 10~26(DN pixel~1 s~1 cm5)*t(s)EM171(cm~5) at T
e
\ 0.96 MK , (A1)

f195(DN pixel~1)\ 0.81] 10~26(DN pixel~1 s~1 cm5)*t(s) EM195(cm~5) at T
e
\ 1.37 MK , (A2)

with (cm~5) being the emission measure integrated along the line of sight z. This new default calibrationEM\ / n
e
2(z) dz

(status 1999 June) is calculated under the assumption of coronal elemental abundances (Feldman 1992) and the ionization

FIG. 12.ÈT RACE response function for the 171 and 195 wavelengths, calculated for two di†erent abundances and three di†erent ionization equilibriaA�
(see text in Appendix). The standard T RACE response function used as default in current SSW software refers to coronal abundances (highest curves with
solid line style).
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balance of Arnaud & Raymond (1992). The question arises whether coronal (Feldman 1992) or photospheric abundances
(Meyer 1985) should be used for Ñare events. Both Feldman (1992) and Meyer (1985) account for the coronal Ðrst ionization
potential (FIP) bias, but Meyer assumed that the low-FIP elements had photospheric abundances (and thus the high-FIP
elements were depleted), while Feldman (1992) found that the low-FIP elements were overabundant with respect to the
photosphere, while the high-FIP elements have photospheric abundances (see Fig. 2 in Feldman 1992). These coronal
abundances lead to a 3.76 times higher emission measure than the photospheric abundances used earlier used by Meyer (1985)
or Grevesse & Sauval (1998). The comparison of the coronal (Feldman 1992) versus photospheric (Grevesse & Sauval 1998)
abundances is shown in Figure 12. Note that the 4 times higher response function leads, for a Ðxed observed Ñux, to a 4 times
lower emission measure and thus to a times lower electron density, compared with earlier calibrations usingJ3.76\ 1.9
photospheric abundances.

Figure 12 also illustrates di†erent assumptions on three possible ionization equilibria (Mazzotta et al. 1998 ; Arnaud &
RothenÑug 1985 ; Arnaud & Raymond 1992), calculated for a Ðxed pressure cm~3 K) or for a Ðxed density(n

e
] T \ 1015

cm~3. Calculations for a Ðxed density lead to a peak temperature that is about 10% higher, i.e., MKn
e
\ 109 Tpeak \ 1.07

versus 0.96 MK at 171 or MK versus 1.37 MK at 195 .A� Tpeak \ 1.48 A�
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